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2020-2022 strategy 

Focus on the core & ecosystem development
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Email and portal 

launched

#1 E-mail service in 

Russia

Outperforms Gmail in 

Russia

2007 2008 2015 - 2018

Entered the gaming market

Main stages

Current

#1 PC game in Russia

Successful mobile game 

developer

... And other leading titles

Entered the social media 

market

Leading Russian social networks

Largest in users / time spent in 

Russia

Communications Social networks Games E-commerce

Entered the O2O and 

e-commerce markets

#1 Russian food 

delivery service

Leading Russian mobile 

classified

The fastest growing taxi 

aggregator in Russia

Leading player in the 

Russian cross-border 

eCommerce market

2020ï2022

Leverage internally 

used technologies 

to create marketable 

products in:

Fintech

B2B / Cloud

AI 

etc

New verticals

TomorrowToday

MRG ïstory of constant evolution 

Source: Internal data
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ÅThroughout our 21-year history, we have been constantly evolving by recognizing and adapting to existing trends

and creating new trends, with extreme focus on digitalization of daily user needs. 

ÅToday, we are a user focused consumer and entertainment company, with the largest in Russia direct audience access, mass-

market and high-frequency focus and international presence via Games. We are a strong B2C player, with ambitions in B2B 

ÅOur strategy is to always think about tomorrow and how to drive change for the better for our users



Digital 

media

Games & 

eSports

E-commerce

Users

AI, Big data

Cloud

Infrastructure 

(IT, payments, etc.)

Communications 

and social services

Developing in 

partnership with Alibaba, 

RDIF and Megafon

Digital 

media

O2O

Developing a leading O2O 

consumer

services platform together 

with Sberbank

Ad tech

Other

Focus on the core

Source: Internal data
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ÅWe have now completed the key target partnerships, including in eCommerce, mobility and foodtech, 

where we do not hold control and which are well-funded

Å Our 2020-22 strategy is focused on the core businesses, consolidated within the Group



Å Increasing importance of depth, quality of offer and differentiation

Key underlying trends

Source: Internal data
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What we are seeing:

ÅTotal addressable market is risingÅConvergence with offline

ÅRapid rise of new segments (e.g. eCommerce, online food delivery, 

ride-hailing, smart speakers) given rising overall digitalization of life

ÅDynamic change in behavior patterns

ÅConstant monitoring and analysis of user needs, the state of 

domestic and global markets, and search for new opportunities

ÅOpenness to change, agility

What it means:

ÅRising importance of scale

ÅRising importance of technological superiority, R&D, AI & Big Data

ÅThe rise of ecosystems ÅAs it brings prospects of reduced CAC, higher stickiness, 

engagement and loyalty in the long-run

ÅEmergence of strategic partnerships and ñcoopetitionòÅOverlapping interests and expertise 

of the leading players

Å It provides an increasing competitive advantage, with barriers 

to entry for new or not well-funded players



Audience & 

engagement leader

Measured by audience 

reach and time spent

Superior offer

Broad product & service 

range, highest usage 

(measured by services 

used per user, % of 

paying users)

Strategic priorities into 2022

Leading 

Russian 

ecosystem

Smoothly 

connected

Single ID coverage of the 

entire ecosystem

Key SuperApp

ecosystem

Offer of most popular 

SuperApps for users and 

developers

Omnichannel

Leading positions in 

voice, with offline 

presence (e.g homes, 

cars)
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Our product range allows us to navigate users through their daily digital journey, which has laid firm 

groundwork for our next target ïtransform into the leading domestic ecosystem, including through deeper 

cross-selling, cooperation and integration within the Group

Goal is to create as efficient a platform as possible to accelerate development of existing and potential new 
services



ˉ1 in social networks

ˉ1 in e-mail

ˉ2 in Taxi across 13 largest 

Russian cities, including 

Moscow 

ˉ1 in food delivery

ˉ1 in eCommerce** & ˉ2 in 

general classifieds

Diversified in content

Present in Fintech

Present in B2B

Strong in AI

We are well-positioned in the local ecosystem race

ˉ1 in Games*

ÅLargest Internet audience reach in Russia, at ~70% daily and 

>93% monthly

Åˉ3 across Europe in terms of mobile app revenues, ˉ1 

among Russia-headquartered companies 

ÅAmong the most diversified product portfolios and leadership

in multiple verticals online and in O2O, whether through own or 

partner products

ÅPresence in some of the highest-frequency + transactional 

verticals and dominance in online time spent. We are in 

phones, computers and entering cars & homes 

ÅCompetitive advantage / differentiation via dominance in 

social networks, which account for ~50% of Internet time spent 

in Russia and are most advanced in their move into mobile

ÅBacked by expertise and capital of global Internet leaders, 

with Alibaba, Tencent and Naspers among our shareholders and 

project partners

Source: Internal data, App Annie, Mediascope (December), * among European games companies domiciled in Russia ** cross-border 
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Our goal is to become the leading local ecosystem

Wide range of services

ÅPresence in all major markets and 

verticals

ÅAlways be the "first choice", most 

effectively meeting the needs of users

Availability

Å24/7 with the user

ÅOmni-channel approach

ÅEasy navigation within and between 

services

Desktop 

& Mobile

Smart

TV

Smart

Home
Auto

Voice 

Assistant

Offline

Single ID

Source: Internal data
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Mini Apps



Cross-integration and cross-selling focus 
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Unified ID Loyalty programMini Apps

Source: Internal data

Increases stickiness and cross-

selling. We will further diversify 

our loyalty offering, including 

through partner services

Allows to boost use case offering & user 

penetration across the group

Provides for soft integration of 

all MRG products under core 

brand as part of ecosystem and 

brand-awareness development

We will focus on tools, which  will enhance our ecosystem and drive long-term growth and loyalty

VK at the 

heart of 

Groupôs ID



Source: HSBC, Morgan Stanley, BofA Global Research, street estimates, eMarketer, Zenith Optimedia

Online advertising in Russia as % of total

Digital ad market is far from saturation 
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Online advertising growth vs real GDP growth 

correlation (2010-2019E) 

1. Digital ad revenue in Russia has surpassed that of TV for the first time in 

history in 2018

2. Digital has 65%+ ad share in many countries vs ~50% in Russia

3. Digital continues to gain share in time spent and social accounts for ~50% of 

time spent online in Russia

4. Digital TAM is rising by capturing a share of marketing revenue and other 

adjacent markets so actual digital share even in the established market like 

the US is perhaps ~25-30% vs reported 55%

5. GDP growth is expected to accelerate to 2%+, with online advertising having a 

very strong +ve correlation with growth in Russia, among the highest globally

6. We have the largest audience reach, yet account for 16% of digital wallet after 

4 years of share gains

Digital ad market should be stimulated by expected macro recovery, while we should continue to benefit from 

further shifts within digital & rising digital TAM
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* Accounts of revenues of Avito, regional classifieds, ads in social network groups, offline placements Sources: ʆʀʈʆʄ, ɸKAR, DAN, PWC, IDC EMEA, iKS-Consulting, Nielsen

We aim to continue to gain market share
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Hidden SME 

opportunityDigital

Sales & 

promo

Content 

production
Data 

analysis

Research & 

Analytics

Å We see multiple growth opportunities ahead given our ~16% digital market share in a growing market

Å SME segment and performance advertising are among key growth areas

MRG: ~16% of 
digital
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$13.0

Facebook
Rest of World

Facebook
Asia-Pacific

Facebook
Europe

Facebook
US&Canada

MRG vs Facebook in the US and globally
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~9x

Advertising ARP-MAU
$/quarter

Source: Facebook Q4ô19 earnings slides, Internal data

ÅWe have seen Facebook gain >10p.p in digital share in the 

US since 2015 vs Google flat in the meantime, as budgets 

continue to shift into social even in more established 

markets

Å Market comparison suggests that Russia has only started 

this journey. We are encouraged & motivated by the vast 

difference in APRU & will be extremely focused in bridging 

this gap, with GDP differential in mind

Å Success should result in further market outperformance

ARPU comparison shows significant upside potential 

///

OK VK MRG

$40.5
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Advertising Strategy ïomnichannel approach

Smartphone 

& Desktop

Online

radio

Smart

TV

Virtual 

VA

Indoor

Offline 

retail

DOOH

Client

O2O reach

O2O reach

Higher 

conversion

Higher 

conversion

Å We will further advance in performance 

advertising, grow exposure across SMEs, 

and will be more active in video

Å We are building ecosystem of marketing 

tools for all types of clients, including tools 

for omnichannel reach

Å Our sales approach will be to create and 

enhance synergy in sales of advertising 

and IT solutions

Å We will expand our ad network and 

experiment across adjacent markets


